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Bart6kand the 20thCentury
Andras SZENTKIRALYI
Bowling Green, Ohio

During the course of my studies of Bart6k's music and contemporary
music in general, it became more and more evident to me that Bart6k
occupies a very special position among the masters who tried to find solutions to problems in the music of our century.In my talk today, I will
firstoutline these problems and than.discuss how Bart6k related to them
and what solutions he was able to find.I hope my distinguishedcolleagues
will not mind if I refrainfroma "scientificanalysis" and speak only in
general terms.
I thinkit is clear to us all that today's music - and the music of the
preceding one or two generations- is without precedence in the history
of music. We all know that the development of our century'sart music
was paralleled by society'sgradual rejection of that music; the composer
gradually lost his audience and ended up in total isolation.' There is no
better proofof this than the fact that today's contemporarymusic needs
the propaganda of special festivalsand otherevents to filla fewrowsof an
otherwiseempty concerthall with a few music lovers, or the fact that the
audience will only listen to a contemporarywork reluctantly when it is
shrewdly"sandwiched" between favorite classical pieces.2And the audience will be even morereluctantto hear another performanceof the work
heard in such a way.
Still, the composer continues to work, for his job is to replenishthe
repertory,to replace the old masters' worn-outworks with new ones. To
do this, he must produce works,of course,which reach (if not surpass) the
old masters' traditional standards; in other words, the composer of our
time must compete with his predecessors.But since he feels he can hardly
1 A. Copland, The New Music 1900-1960. Revised and Enlarged Edition.
Norton Library, New York, 1969.
2 H. Pleasants, The Agony of Modern Music,
Simon and Schuster, New
York, 1955. p. 7.
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compete on the basis of the traditional"rulesofthe game", and since he
wants to eliminate his disadvantage, he arbitrarilymakes up new - and
ever newer - rules, and it does not bother him in the least that his partners (the performersand the music loving audience) stopped in the
meantimeplaying this game and that he was leftto stand alone. He continues to play the game by himself,for he is convinced that even if his
contemporariesdo not value the ever more complex and "scientifically
worked out" rules of the game3- and the resultingworks-, posterity
will.4For he forgetsthat - contraryto popular belief - the old masters
were, without exception, known and appreciated in their own time and
that thereare fewifany examples in thehistoryof musicwherea composer
was unrecognizedin his lifetimeand yet achieved a posthumous fame.5
Since there is in fact no demand forhis music, today's composer may do
whatever he pleases, actually no one cares what he does and thus he can
followany fashionand can, throughhis "progressiveness",win the recognition of at least the small professionalcircles.6Thus it is not public success that is importantto him - as it was to his predecessors - but the
opinion of that other contemporarycomposers and the ruling establishment,forhe sees that musichistorydoes not considerour century's"popular" composers on a par with the "serious" composers, that is to say,
he sees that "popularity" and "seriousness" are two mutually exclusive
factors.' He forgets,however, that music history is made neither by
composersnor by the establishment,but by the lay listenerand the music
loving audience, and that music historyis nothingelse but the historyof
music that is accepted and liked by this audience.8
Today's composer fails to considerthat there is no music without an
audience and that both the present and the futurecan be measured only
against the past; that he can meet the requirementsof his own time only
by observingcertain given conventions - or "rules of game". He thinks
about the old masters and their circumstanceswith a certain nostalgia
and envy, but at the same time he would not be willingto work underthe
(February
3 M. Babbitt, Who Cares if You Listen?, High Fidelity, VIII/2
1958), pp. 38-40, 126-127.
P. Boulez, Werkstatt-Texte,translated by Josef Hdusler, Propyliien Studienausgabe, Verlag Ullstein, Berlin, 1972.
Harvey, Jonathan, The Music of Stockhausen, Faber and Faber, London,
1975. p. 30ff.
The Crisis of Tonality: What Is Avant-Garde?, Music Edu4 N. Nadeau,
cators Journal, March 1981, pp. 37-41.
5 Pleasants, ibid. pp. 19-20, 63.
6 Ibid., p. 9.
7 Ibid., p. 39.
8 Ibid.,
pp. 86-87.
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same conditions, namely, according to general customs and rules.9 For
the old mastersworked mainly forcommissionsand produced something
that entirelycorrespondedwith the general taste of their own time, and
their greatest virtue was that they did a better job than their less outstanding contemporaries.10
No, the composer of our times is unwillingto live by given conventions,and thus,automaticallywritesmusic that failsto meet the demands
of our time; at the same time he is reluctantto accept the fact that he is
"not being understood" and that his music is not in demand by his
contemporaries.He is so preoccupied with the various problems of his
own musical language that he loses sight of the real purpose of music;
he spends too much time on technical questions and not enough on
musicality.But how could the poor man do otherwiseas he rejects - and,
consequently,does not assimilate - traditions,and thus, he is hardlyin a
position to make up forthe musicalityhe had lost." At any rate,he loses
the game against the classical giants.
We cannot blame, of course, only the composer for all this. For he
can only start fromthe given situation into which he was born, and only
in this situation can he tryto findsome kind of a solution. And the origin
of the presentsituation can be traced all the way to Beethoven, forhe was
the one who declared war for the firsttime against conventions,and it
was his cult of individualitythat nurtured- and continuesto nurturethe succeeding individualistic generations which, under the cover of
impressive slogans, discarded one tradition after another.12 In following
this process, I will go back only to the times around World War I, forit
was at that time when the historicallyunprecedented break happened
which seems to have permanentlyseparated both music and the allied
arts fromtraditionsand led them into a dead-end street.'3
We are accustomed to looking at the historyof art, literature and
music as a process progressingand developing in a positive direction,14
although historical chronologydoes not mean historical progress at all:
a new event or developmentdoes not necessarilymean a step forwardor a
higherachievement.This is especially true of the music around the turn
of the centurywhen, forthe firsttime, such statementswere heard that
9 Ibid., p. 38.

10Ibid., pp. 15-16.
"I Nadeau.
12 Babbitt.

13 Nadeau.
14Pleasants, pp.
9-10;

Copland, p. 44.
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or that it is
tonality has been exhausted by Wagner and his followers,"5
not possible anymore to use inherited material in any "new way",16
nor is it possible to reject it without rejectingthe entiretradition.17This
view - the main protagonistsof which were the early atonalists and later
the New Viennese School - was finallysummarizedby the statementthat
the traditional arts have been exhausted.18
The break with traditionsbegan with the rejection of tonality,that
is, of melody and harmony.19The radical composers of that time, the
so-called avantgarde, referringto the historicalnecessityand continuity
mentioned earlier,20 created a musical language based on entirely new
theories and aesthetics.21Schoenberg and his followersproclaimed that
atonality is the unavoidable consequence of the "breakdown" of tonality,22that twelve-notechromaticismcannot be used anymore for generthat in the historyof music all criseswere caused
ating new harmonies,23
by the antagonism between the complex and the simple, and that the
question of dissonance is only a question of habit.24In tryingto justify
their new theory,they drew a parallel between the change fromtonality
to atonality and the change frommodalityto tonality,25and talked about
Gesualdo's "modernism that was ahead of his time" and about Wagner's
and Strauss' "anarchy". The machinerywas started, and after melody
and harmony became obsolete,26the other "conventions" became obsolete as well until the emergence after World War II of total serialism
(which had done away with musicality), musique concreteand electronic
music (which had done away both with the instrumentand performerand
with the audience), aleatoric music (which had done away with form,constancy and permanence) and finally, total silence (for instance, John
Cage's "work" entitled 4' 33" which had done away with everything)
led to the present total destitution.27This is the process that is called
avantgarde, this is the process that became the "official norm" of the
15
Arnold SchoenbergLetters.Selected and edited by Ervin Stein. Translated
by Ernst Kaiser. St. Martin's Press New York, 1965pp. 103 ff.
e6A. Webern, Wege zur neuenMusik. (Willi Reich, Universal Edition A. G.
Wien, 1960.)
17Copland, p. 105.

18Nadeau.
19Ibid.

Webern, pp. 77-78.
20o
21 Schoenberg,p. 138; pp. 103 ff; (Eimert).
22Webern, p. 64.
23
Schoenberg,pp. 247-8.
24
Pleasants, pp. 87ff.
25Ibid., pp. 90-91.

26
27

Schoenberg,pp. 133, 148.
Nadeau.
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this is the process that is the basis forthe officialestablish20th century,28
ment's evaluation or judgement of the individual composers.29These are
the theories and this is the process whose positive, and only positive,
experiences are handed down to the younger generations.30And all of
this is happening despite the fact that these theories failed to become
integral parts of the general musical life and musical training although
already sixty years have gone by.
The original meaning of avantgardewas "point man" who risked his
life if he went too far ahead.3a The radicals mentioned a few moments
ago - who liked, and still like, to call themselves avantgarde - not
only did not (and do not at present) representthe 20th century's main
artistic trends but also cannot be called avantgarde, for they went too
early, too fast and too far:32 they halted the tradition's natural development, alienated the audience, and they themselves became disappointed
and totally isolated.33
The real avantgarde, on the other hand, safeguards and further
develops the tradition,engages in a dialectic strugglewith tradition and
the audience, but he knows that the conservativeaudience will, sooner or
later, accept his innovations even if at firstit finds them strange. The
real avantgarde knows that music must speak to the lay music lover too,
and knows that he must make a synthesis between conventions and
progress.34He knows that the standards of quality are achievements of
the past on the one hand, and the opinion of the generationsto come on
the other. He knows that a language cannot "be created" but comes to
existence by itself and that, in the final analysis, its usefulnessdepends
on whetherpeople use it or not. He knows that atonality or the twelvetone system is a syntheticlanguage which may be good in principle but
is unusefulin practice, just like esperanto. He knows that Gesualdo was
much less "modern" than individualisticand that one should not speak of
"anarchy" in connection with Wagner and Strauss. He knows that the
concept of dissonance.has never changed; what was dissonant earlier is
still dissonant today and the various periods definedonly the degrees of
dissonance which were then acceptable. He knows it is wrongto conduct
his experimentsin public, and knows that his innovations are acceptable
28

Harvey.
9 Boulez, p. 24.

30 Nadeau.
31Ibid.
32 Ibid.

Babbitt.
34Nadeau.
33 Ibid.;
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only as long as the music loving audience also accepts them. Today's
avantgarde composer finds himselfbetween three fires: the radicals, the
audience, and popular music. In this position he sees the decadence of the
radicals, he sees the similarities between the syntax of music and the
syntax of language; he sees that traditionalpossibilitiesare not exhausted
eitherin language or in music and thus it is possible to returnto simpler
musical manifestations,for the issue is not that the listeneris bored by
them but that the deviations fromsimplicityhave no longerany effecton
him. The avantgarde composer knows that vocal melody - or its instrumental imitation -- is still the alpha and omega of music both in
opera and on the concertstage, and knows that a lack of it is the composer's greatest imaginable sin. And finally, he knows that if he does not
give his audience enough "familiar" material, then it will seek pleasure
not in his music but in the music of the past or in popular music.
In Bart6k's time, this avantgarde was represented by two great
masters: by Bart6k himselfand by Stravinsky. Their common characteristicwas that both used East-European folk traditionsin revitalizing
the romantic musical style.35For decades, Stravinsky was the main
representativeof neo-classicism,but toward the end of his life, he too like so many of his contemporaries - joined the radical Schoenberg
school,36and thus, quasi revoked his earlier credo.37
In the final analysis, then, Bart6k was, among the three, the only
one who can be called avantgarde in the originalsense of the word,for although he was oftencriticizedboth forbeing "modern"38and forbeing
"old-fashioned"39- he never, not even for a moment, abandoned the
traditions. Indeed, after he came even closer than Stravinsky ever did
(not countinghis last works) to the Schoenbergiansound, receivingmuch
praise as a "modern" and even "radical" composer,40fromthe 1930s on,
he returned more and more consciously where he started from at the
beginning:to the pure classical traditions.41For this "retrogression",as
35H. H. Stuckenschmidt,Schdpfer der neuen Musik, Suhrkamp Verlag,
Frankfurt/Main,1958, pp. 103, 133.
3sVid. CanticumSacrum, In MemoriamDylan Thomas,Agon, Threni,Movementsetc.
37White,Eric Walter,Stravinsky- The Composerand his Works. University
of CaliforniaPress, Los Angeles,1966p. 514.
38

Bart6k Brevidrium - levelek,

dokumentumok (Bart6k Anthology -

irdsok,
Letters, Writings,Documents), compiled by J6zsef Ujfalussy, edited by Vera
Lampert, second edition, Zenemfikiad6,Budapest, 1974, pp. 259ff.
Uni39 A. Szentkiralyi,Bart6k'sSecond Sonata forViolin and Piano (1922).
versityMicrofilms,Ann Arbor, 1976, pp. X-XI.
40

41

Ibid., pp. Vff; Bart6k Brevidrium, pp. 593-594.
Bart6k Bela vcilogatottirdsai (B1la Bart6k's Selected Writings),edited by

Andrns Sz6ll6sy, Miivelt N6p, Budapest, 1956, p. 356.
Scientiarum
Academiae
24, 1982
StudiaMusicologica
Hungaricae
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we all know, he was often reproached, although this was one of his
greatest virtues. For he saw not only that some of his innovations were
leading him in a false direction,but also that the allegedly exhausted and
obsolete traditions were in fact still viable and that they must be the
basis forthe new music to be created.42And he not only saw this but also
acted accordingly.We all know about his statementthat the new can be
created only fromthe old.43
Bart6k continued to refineand perfecthis earlier innovations which
served the development of tradition; however, he gradually discarded
those which led him too far away fromtradition,forthe conservationof
the classical ideal of beauty was his ultimate goal.44 He greatlyexpanded
the total-functionalsystem,45redefinedthe treatmentof consonance and
dissonance and the classical formsbuilt on tonality,46and continued to
enrich the playing technique of the traditional instruments and the
sound of the traditional ensembles.47 He held out to the end with the
folksongand withmelodiousness originatingfromthe folksong;48 through
his unparalleled genius and virtuoso compositional technique, he created masterworksthat may very well have as much justificationfor
becoming models and examples forthe coming generationsas the works
of Bach, Beethoven and the other classical masters.
Had Bart6k happened to make as much propaganda as Schoenberg
did, for example, the composer would be perhaps in a differentposition
today: the norm of the century could lave become Bart6k's "New
Budapest School" instead of the atonal twelve-tonesystem,and it could
be his steps the world of music would be following.It is conceivable that
it will be Bart6k whom posteritywill justify: he is already the most popular among the three composers, and the lay public is also beginning
to accept, indeed like, his music. More and more young composers are
abandoning atonality, serialism and aleatory, and are studying Bart6k's
works in their search for solutions. It is conceivable that the music
historybooks of the 21st centurywill view Bart6k as the greatestpioneer
of the music in the 20th century.
42Bartc'k-Brevidcriutm,
pp. 435-439, 480.
43 A. Fassett, Bela Bart6k's Last
Years: The Naked Face of Genius, Victor
Gollancz Ltd., London, 1970, pp. 345-346.
44Bart6ok-Brevidriuum,
p. 602.
45Vid. the theories of Ern6 Lendvai. For bibliography, vid. Szentkiralyi.
46Bart6k-Brevidrium, p. 483.
4 Vid. Music for Strings, Percuss8on and Celeste, Cantata Profana, DivertiString Quartet No. 6, Concerto for Orchestra, Sonata for Solo Violin etc.
mento,
48
Bart6k- vdlogatott ircisai, pp. 189ff; Bartok-Brevidirium,pp. 228, 479-480.
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